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A303 Sparkford to Ilchester Dualling – Project TR010036 


Phil Gamble – registration identification number 20015057 


Written Representation for Deadline 7 


As we approach the end of the DCO process it seems timely to make a few final comments. 


I speak as an individual who has lived in the village of West Camel since 1978 and have 


brought up my family there. My daughter has returned with her family to live in the village 


and allow my two grandsons to enjoy being part of a small community.  


I have been an active participant in community affairs and experienced the previous 


opportunities to upgrade this section of the A303 as far back as the 1990s. I have registered as 


an interested party in this DCO process, read most of the prolific documentations presented, 


attended most of the OFHs and ISHs and hopefully  made my personal views clear. 


I do not wish to repeat, any of the arguments already registered (and repeated!) but it seems 


appropriate to comment, perhaps one last time, as part of the DCO process. 


The challenges of the whole DCO process have been significant for the local Parish Councils 


who have limited resources and are populated by willing volunteers who freely give their 


time and energy for the benefit of their local communities. Their experiences and local 


knowledge should be valued and taken into account, meriting at least an equal consideration 


when compared with some of the presented computer modelling. To their credit they have 


admirably represented the three parishes affect by the scheme in an aggressive arena of 


technical experts and officials lead by their retained team of legal gurus who can be 


overwhelming in their rhetoric and presentations. 


It was also somewhat worrying to see that it has been more of a challenge for several of the 


local business owners who, in my opinion, have failed to engage effectively with the rigours 


of the DCO process. 


Significant suggestions, to change the design of the scheme, to limit the impact on the local 


communities has been made by the three Parish Councils, which has been supported by 


technical experts, and these changes could provide considerable savings to the public purse. I 


do not accept that the Applicant’s response to these suggestions to be adequate or thorough 


enough to stand the test of public scrutiny. 


The overall benefits from the scheme cannot be overstated especially for the regular 


traveller along the A303 between Podimore and Sparkford roundabouts.  


But as stated over and over again in the submissions there is a significant negative 


impact to the local communities. 


In the Applicant submissions there seems to be detailed extensive environmental studies 


made of the impact on wildlife, ecology and visual perceptions yet little on the direct affects 


on local businesses and the livelihood of local people.  







Local connectivity is the lifeblood to small rural parishes. It seems OK to suggest that the 


creation of alternative NMU routes will give the user a “better experience” when in practical 


terms the severance of the local communities, in this case, will be greater as you will have to 


walk an extra kilometre (or 2 or 3) to avoid the temptation of using your car. NMU routes are 


not only for pleasure use but should be there for regular local commuters. Over the years, as 


the traffic on the A303 has increased, crossing the carriageway has become more of a barrier 


in connecting the outlying settlements of Downhead and Steart Hill with the village of West 


Camel. With this scheme as presented an opportunity has been missed to enhance this 


connectivity.  


Overall I believe the scheme, as proposed, will have a significant negative impact on the 


three local parishes and the adjacent businesses directly affected and the resulting legacy will 


be there for ever. 


I feel this scheme is “FOR THE MANY AND NOT THE FEW” 


Finally a comment of the two and a half year construction phase. 


Recently whilst wading through the Deadline 5 submission from Highways England I 


discovered the latest Outline Traffic Management Plan buried in the middle of their 


submission(DCO document Volume 6.7 section 8 – Glossary, Annex B2 – Outline Traffic 


Management Plan, ExA ref. REP5 – 013 starting at page 166 [of 362]). Whilst the details of 


this plan have not been fully developed I feel the resulting impact of this plan on the local 


road network and the local communities is so significant that it must influence the viability of 


the whole scheme. As argued previously the provision of a Local Parallel Road removes 


many of the challenges addressed in this plan. 


I have no more to add to the process except to recognise and register my appreciation to the 


Examining Authority who, in my opinion, have scrutinised the Applicant’s submission in 


detail and with a professional thoroughness.  


Phil Gamble  


The Cobbles, West Camel  


Yeovil ,  


BA22 7QB 
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